Different climate conditions, temperature ﬂuctuations
has a strong impact to sports ﬂooring. The ﬂooring loses its
color and modiﬁes its properties, as the coatings are
produced without special additives to protect against
environmental conditions. In addition, the outdoor sports
ﬂooring durability is heavily affected by frequent rains in
Europe. Most of the ﬂoorings, even though the surface seems
dry, have a common negative aspect - to hold moisture in the
deeper layers. Therefore most of the times ﬂooring stays wet,
even three days after the rain. Therefore, the best choice under such climatic conditions is a ﬂooring
through which water drains through and leaves the surface dry. Such features have coverings which
are made from polypropylene, the so-called plastic sports ﬂoorings.

Polypropylene court covering "VS-COURT" is ideal for
many kinds of sports as: tennis, football, basketball, handball,
volleyball, badminton or even hockey. "VS COURT" covering is
also suitable for roller skating – unique feature, which
distinguishes it from other outdoor sports coverings. Other
types of ﬂoorings which are glued, molded or is just artiﬁcial
grass surface do not support good roll. "VS COURT" sports
ﬂooring is made from highly durable polypropylene material,
therefore it naturally decomposes only after 200 years. The
high quality of "VS COURT" sports ﬂooring is guaranteed with
10 years of warranty. One of the main advantages of this surface is the honeycomb design coating,
which provides the necessary grip for a tennis ball. Moreover, the surface is smooth therefore it
prevents from heavy physical injuries when you fall. "VS COURT" sports covering delivers excellent
shock absorption characteristics and is resistant to frost, UV rays and fading. As the consequence the
quality and the look over time remains stable. However, one of the biggest advantages of "VS-COURT"
sports ﬂooring is low maintenance costs.

VS-COURT flooring
Concrete kerb
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"VS-COURT" sports covering can be installed on
the compacted gravel base. Compared to concrete
or asphalt base, the compacted gravel option offers
lower implementation cost for the customer.
Moreover, any asphalt coverings after few years will
start to crack because of moisture, cold and other
environmental conditions. "VS-COURT" sports
Compacted gravel
ﬂooring features optimum surface adhesion and still
its surface remains smooth, therefore it prevents from possible injuries from accidental slip. "VSCOURT" product meets EN14041:2004 standards and have the CE marking.

OPTION 1: Installation on compacted gravel base
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OPTION 2: Installation on concrete or asphalt base
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FEATURES OF „VS-COURT“
SPORTS FLOORING:
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10 Year
Warranty

UV

Resistant

COLOR

Maintenance: Easy to clean self - draining
surface. No more puddles on the court after it
rains.
Traction: Superior traction for player performance.
Assembly: Free ﬂoating, no adhesives or
anchors.
Painting: Custom logos, linings, and graphics
available. Combine colors and create interest.
Material: Weather resistant, high - impact
polypropylene copolymer.
Dimmension: Tile size (30.48 cm x 30.48 cm x
1,58 cm).
Weight: 320 g.
Structure: double layer.
Surface: Hexagonal grid
Connection type: six double layer lock in each
side. Easy, quick snap together installation.
UV Resistance: No fade and abrasion in 10 Years
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TEMPLATE:

Standard colors
No min. order qty.
Delivery time: 1 week

Burgundy

Evergreen

ABOUT

US

Custom colors
Min. order qty.
600 sq. meters
Delivery time:
8 weeks

Bright Red

Sand

Tennis Blue

Mustard

Earth

Terra Cotta

Bright Blue

Green

Gray

Company VS SPORT, JSC (better known as VIRKLUND SPORT) is a Lithuanian company,
operating since 2003 as the part of VS group. We specialize in wholesale and retail trade sporting
equipment and inventory, as well we provide services for installation of sports facilities, arenas, courts
and sports clubs. At the moment we are biggest sports retailer in Lithuania. Company Virklund Sport,
JSC has won the prestigious "Gazelle of the Year 2010" award with 3.54 million Eur. annual turnovers
and an impressive 1407% turnover rise in the last four years.

Courts for all types of sports!

VS SPORT, UAB
Taikos ave. 66A, LT-93219 Klaipeda, Lithuania
www.vs-sport.eu, www.vs-court.eu
info@vs-court.lt
Tel.: (8 46) 34 24 00

